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The ongoing delays and less than acceptable efforts of Whirlpool
in addressing the safety of its consumers from its Indesit, Hotpoint
and Creda brand tumble dryers is a masterclass in how shoddily
consumers are regarded and treated. Worse, it goes on to show a
disregard for the health and safety of those consumers.
In this month’s magazine you will read how, in October 2016,
we advised you that safety issues had arisen with models
manufactured between 2004 and 2015. Consumers were advised
to contact Indesit.
In 2016, it was determined that a fire in a London apartment block
was caused by one of these dryers. Regardless, it took the threat
of legal action to prompt the company to warn consumers to stop
using the machines. Of course, this created enormous concerns
for those in possession of a potential fire hazard installed in their
home - not to mention the inconvenience of being advised to
unplug the thing and wait until this company is good and ready to
repair it.

Commission and Ireland is now, like our Brexiting consumers,
advised to unplug, sit back and wait.
This is entirely unacceptable and another clear indication that the
lack of power for the CAI - legally enacted in other member states
but not Ireland - to initiate a group action for compensation on
behalf of all affected consumers leaves us in an extremely poor
position. Surprised? Of course you are not!
Comprehensive reporting on the updated situation is inside
here as well as how to identify if your machine is one of those
highlighted to be a risk, the contact email addresses for the
companies and telephone number for reporting your concern.
We recommend you do that immediately.

However, this was not the advice that Irish consumers received.
We were simply told - as before - to contact Indesit. This was
finally challenged by the Competition and Consumer Protection
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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

The Ultimate Selfie

When you consider how fierce the pace of innovation is
within the world’s leading tech organisations you will not be
too surprised to learn of Apple’s latest area for focus – facial
recognition. In achieving this they have moved to purchase a
new software package designed by an innovative organisation
in Israel, Realface. The facial recognition technology will be
used by Apple to help in its development of its own biometric software. This will move a consumer away from the need
to sign in with their PIN or use fingerprint scan. Instead, if
preferred, they will be able to do so simply by looking directly
into the phone’s front-facing camera.
		
However, there is more to it than ‘simple’
facial recognition. We are looking at Apple’s eventual move
into the world of Augmented Reality (AR). I know! Let me
explain. RealFace, as well as some other related acquisitions
it has made in recent years, apparently, could help Apple
expand into object recognition. Now, I do not know if this
means you can train the cat to answer your phone while busy
– but, I can’t wait to follow up on progress.

Fasten Your Seatchutes, Please!
The city of Dubai, which plans to make one-quarter of
its public transport autonomous by 2030, will likely be
the first to launch a flying taxi service. The opposition,
Uber, have decided to suspend their projects in this
area and the Dubai Transport Authority (DTA) has successfully tested a new Chinese prototype. The intention is to launch, literally, the service in July of this year.
Called the Ehang 184, these will be electrically powered
vehicles, travelling on pre-programmed courses, at
a maximum speed of 100kph and some 300m high
above the pedestrians, motorists and cyclists down
below. The DTA advises how a passenger will simply
hop in and state their destination, which will be one of
a number of approved landing sites monitored by air
traffic controllers. (NOTE: No, I am not making this up).
The ‘crafts’ will be capable of 30- minute trips with a
recharge time of three hours. Word has it that they are
over the moon with the pace of progress – or perhaps
that’s a coded hint at the next plan for attention?

Mining the Datasphere
Business advisors are cautioning that the initial consequence
of the arrival of the new EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) will be a surge in the number of legal cases taken by consumers against businesses over the handling, or more to the point,
mis-handling of their data. The Office of the Data Protection Commissioner has pointed out how the Regulation increases our rights
as ‘data subjects’, giving us the ability to take civil actions against
organisations that contravene our data protection rights - and to
obtain compensation from them.
		
There is no question but that the new regulation is far-reaching. It covers all areas across marketing and sales
to include IT systems provision, security and fitness for purpose.
This is a welcome provision for consumers as it provides for determined action and penalties where a firm is found not be to adequately protecting consumer information, or, more often the case,
misusing it for purposes where consent was neither requested nor
given.
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If You Are Keen - There Is Still Time
There will be a number among you who will remember
the actress Greta Garbo. This lady took up residence
in Manhattan in a seven-room apartment that took up
the entire fifth floor on an exclusive building on East
52nd Street. Why am I telling you this? It is because the
apartment is for sale and those of you with a few euro left
– specifically $5.95 million (€5.51 million) – can still avail of
the offer before it is snapped up.
		
However, before the excitement reaches a fever
pitch, I consider it important to raise possibly the only
negative point in the deal. There is a monthly maintenance
charge of $9,090 (€8,420). This could, understandably,
raise second thoughts. I will leave you alone now.

Releafing Our Lives
This came through National Geographic and
highlights how a team from Worcester Polytechnic
Institute (WPI) has come up with a most impressive
and natural solution for damaged organ treatment.
The team considered how a spinach leaf had an
extremely complex vascular network and tested
to see if it were possible to utilise that format to
transport blood around a human heart. Now, in their
published research paper, they outline how the leaf’s
vein system, naturally used to transport water and
nutrients to its cells, can be significantly manipulated

when the cells are removed. By bathing the leaf with
human cells, eventually, the leaf’s structure and veins
accepted the human cells as a host. And, as with the
human heart, the transformed spinach leaf delivered
oxygen throughout the entire leaf. The hope is that
the organic material, as well as other plants, could be
used as a way of replacing damaged heart and other
body tissue in human patients. Watered well and
kept in a warm place we can all become full of natural
goodness!

Health v Wealth!
According to the World Health Organisation, access to essential medicines is part of the right to health. It is therefore a tonic
to see – at long last – some positive action from Members of the European Parliament to review the cost of new medicines,
most of which are (a) beyond the affordability of the average consumer/patient and/or (b) therefore only available to those
in a position to afford private health insurance.
		
The MEPs, in a resolution voted on two weeks ago, want to see a better balance between EU countries’ public
health interests and those of the pharmaceutical industry. Highlighting how the high level of public funds used for R&D
is not reflected in the pricing of medicines, they have called for measures to improve the traceability of R&D costs, public
funding and marketing expenditure. The view is that the EU Council and the Commission need to strengthen the negotiating
capacity of member states in order to ensure affordable access to medicines across the EU. To do so there is a firm belief
that new legislation is therefore needed to ensure the full transparency and effective controls of the procedures used to
determine the prices and reimbursement of medicinal products in the member states. The text was approved by 568 votes
to 30, with 52 abstentions. With such numbers behind it this could shape up to be an interesting battle.
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

Food & Health
by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Temporary changes to free range labelling
New rules to guard against avian
influenza or bird flu in commercial
poultry flocks are temporarily affecting
the labelling of products formerly
categorised as ‘free range’. Since
23rd December 2016, regulations
introduced by the Department of
Agriculture, Food & the Marine have
required all commercial poultry
flocks in Ireland to be kept in a secure
building to which wild birds and
other animals do not have access
and flock keepers must also apply
certain biosecurity measures. The
regulations are aimed at protecting
the internationally recognised high
health status of Ireland’s poultry flock
and the Department has extended
the confinement period to 30th April
2017 in light of continued findings of
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
(HPAI) H5N8 in the country’s wild bird
population.
		
EU regulations outline certain
conditions that must be met in order to
market poultry meat and eggs as ‘free
range’, including access to open-air
runs and vegetation. In cases where
veterinary restrictions are introduced

to protect public and animal health,
as is currently the case in Ireland, the
regulations allow eggs and poultry
meat to continue to be marketed as
free range for the duration of the
restrictions but not for more than 12
weeks. The restrictions in Ireland
began last December and the stipulated
12-week period expired on 17th March,
which means that all relevant labelling
must reflect the new circumstances
from this date.
		
Until the restrictions are
lifted, eggs must no longer be labelled
as free range and instead the term
‘barn eggs’ may be used. Producers
may also like to use the phrase ‘barn
eggs - laid by hens temporarily
housed for their welfare’ or some
similar wording regarding housing.
Producers may continue to use existing
packaging with a sticker specifying
the new classification but this must be
prominently placed, easily visible, and
clearly legible, so that consumers are
made fully aware of the nature of the
product they are buying.
		
Food service providers
that advertise their egg offerings or

ingredients as being free range must
similarly let the consumer know the
new situation, again using the term
‘barn eggs’ and adding that ‘eggs
have been laid by hens temporarily
housed for their welfare’ if they wish.
The information can be provided on
a sticker or insert into a printed menu
or via a prominently placed poster
adjacent to a menu attached to a wall.
		
When it comes to poultry
meat, stating the method of production
is optional but where a food business
chooses to include this additional
information, then consumers are
entitled to expect that this information
is accurate. Thus, if the product does
not qualify to be described as free
range due to current restrictions,
then the wording ‘barn-reared’ or
‘barn-reared – poultry meat from birds
temporarily housed for their welfare’
may be used.
		
The Department will keep
the decision regarding the confinement
period for poultry flocks under regular
review.

Consumers warned of dangers of counterfeit alcohol
The Health Service Executive (HSE)
is warning all consumers to be aware
of the dangers of drinking fake or
counterfeit alcohol. The public health
alert was issued following the recent
admission to a Dublin hospital of a
patient with methanol poisoning.
The patient became seriously ill after
drinking liquid from a vodka bottle
bought from an unrecognised vendor
in the Ballymun area. It is believed that
the vodka bottle had been refilled with
methanol, a highly toxic substance that
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is contained in solvents, anti-freeze
and windscreen wash and that can
cause blindness, kidney failure and
death if consumed. The symptoms of
methanol poisoning, which can take
12-24 hours to develop, can include
headache, confusion, dizziness, blurred
vision, vomiting, abdominal pain,
rapid breathing and, in severe cases,
convulsions and coma.
		
The incident is being
investigated by the Gardaí and the Food
Safety Authority of Ireland and the HSE

has strongly advised consumers to only
buy alcohol from a recognised shop,
off-license or licensed premises. In
addition, anyone who has purchased
alcohol from an unrecognised seller is
urged not to drink it but instead to hand
the bottle in to their local Garda station.
Anyone who has recently drunk alcohol
from a bottle bought on the street and
who is concerned about symptoms
should seek urgent medical advice.
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

European
community
consumers for
60 years
It is now 60 years since the Treaty of
Rome was signed on 25th March 1957.
This treaty led to the creation of the
European Economic Community, which
over time became what we know today
as the European Union. We are now part
of this Union, which is one of the world's
largest markets. You are one of the 508
million consumers who can benefit from
the advantages of the strengthened
rights that encourage and enable the free
movement people, goods, and services
across borders.
		
Consumers have the benefit
of European Consumer Centres (ECCs),
one of which is located in every EU
country plus Norway and Iceland. These
centres are designed to strengthen
consumer trust in the EU by providing
free information, advice and assistance
on cross-border consumer rights. ECCs
facilitate dispute resolution in an amicable
way generally and they make contact with
traders directly where necessary. They
help to overcome language and cultural
barriers and encourage awareness of
the relevant rights and obligations of the

"ECC Ireland notes that much has been
accomplished during the last 60 years of
the European Community and points in
particular to the many achievements
in the area of cross-border consumer
rights.”

parties.
		
ECC Ireland notes that much
has been accomplished during the last
60 years of the European Community
and points in particular to the many
achievements in the area of cross-border
consumer rights. It highlights that Irish
consumers now enjoy better cross-border
access to goods and services within
the EU/EEA as well as access to free
information and advice about their EU
consumer rights.
		
The ECCs provide professional
consumer advice on such cross-border
consumer topics as the purchase of
goods and services in another Member
State, shopping online, travel rights,
car rental within the EU, and alternative
redress options. According to a recent
ECC-Net consumer satisfaction survey,
69% of consumers were satisfied with the
services of ECCs; 75% of consumers found
the assistance helpful to understand
their rights or solve disputes; and 46,392
requests for information (35,431 of which
were cross-border issues) were received.
The main topics were transport (24%),

miscellaneous goods and services (12%),
recreation and culture (11%), clothing
and footwear (7%), furnishing and
household (6%), and communication
(6%). In 2016, 12,951 complaints requiring
further assistance and intervention
were lodged with ECC-Net. The main
complaints were in relation to product/
service (37%), delivery problems (27%),
contract terms (14%), price and payment
(11%), selling technique (5%), redress (4%),
administrative formalities (1%), and others
(1%).
		
The EU’s 60-year milestone
is being met with BREXIT, an EU
member leaving for the first time and an
opportunity for Irish consumers to reflect
on the position Ireland holds within the
EU, the pros and cons and the questions
regarding the impact that the UK's exit will
have for us. It remains to be seen what
the next six decades will bring but the
single market has certainly changed the
landscape for Irish consumers in the first
60 years.

The freedom of your information
Each individual is entitled to receive a copy
of the medical information held about
them on file in hospital. Public hospitals,
government departments and any other
publicly funded bodies are covered under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOI) 2014.
The FOI Act gives rights to the general
public to gain access to information in a
number of formats, such as information in
soft copy on computers, or in hard copy
in manual files. To copy your file you must
make an application in writing to the
relevant body requesting a copy of your
records under the FOI Act. You must also
detail clearly the specific information you
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are looking for, such as specific periods
or events or your entire file if that is what
you require. You must also state in what
format you want your file - in paper or
digital. There is no fee for the provision
of this information, although a small
administration fee may apply if excessive
or additional work is required to locate this
information or if there is excessive paper
work. There are, however, considerable
waiting times for these records in many
hospitals.
		
All government and governmentfunded bodies are covered, including the
Health Service Executive, public hospitals,

mental health services, courts and
educational institutions, in the FOI Act.
		
The FOI Act 2014 provides that
each individual also has the following
statutory rights: the right to have official
information relating to himself or herself
amended where it is incomplete, incorrect
or misleading and a legal right to obtain
reasons for decisions affecting himself or
herself.
		
For more information for on
your rights regarding your data contact
the Office of the Data Protection
Commissioner at www.dataprotection.ie.

April 2017

Increased rent controls
The acute housing problem that
Ireland is currently experiencing needs
government intervention and solutions
are welcomed by us all. The Irish Property
Owners Association (IPOA), however, has
not welcomed the notion of increased
restrictions being effected by the
Department of Housing on the private
rental market. The measure, which caps
rent increases to 4% annually, together
with current high charges and taxes and
combined with the fact that house prices
are increasing is resulting in landlords
leaving the rental market.
		
Some of the frustration of
investors lies in delays with Residential
Tenancy Board complaints, with tenants
not paying their rent for up to 12 months
as this is the time it can take for a dispute
to go through the process. In the
meantime, landlords say they must deal
with nonpayment of rent and nonpayment
of mortgages. Complaints about the
fact that tenants can seem to leave
without payment of rent and without real
consequence is unique to Ireland. There
is suggestion, albeit decidedly one-sided,
that the government should incentivise
entry into the market to help alleviate

supply problems. Incentives for landlords
to stay in the buy-to-let sector could work
for tenants through the provision of more
accommodation, for the owners who want
financial return, and for the government,
which is forced to spend huge amounts of
money weekly on hotel and emergency
accommodation for the homeless.
IPOA chief Stephen Faughnan has
described the various rent controls
as unconstitutional. There are strong
sentiments of political sabotage of property
rights with landlords experiencing difficulty
in following correct procedures for handling
rent arrears. One case is reported as
taking in excess of 12 months to settle,
with a financial loss of €14,000 plus the
added legal costs associated with having
to enforce rights through the courts. Of
course, on the other hand, there are so
many cases where tenants struggle to
redeem deposits, which potentially places
them in a position of having to borrow what
is in reality a second deposit for another
property owner.
		
It may be more difficult to find
concern for the landlords when so many
individuals find themselves subject to
increasing and often excessive rents

but landlords are an integral part of the
Irish housing market and they are key to
increasing supply that is so very much
needed. Minister Coveney has a difficult
task in resolving this housing problem and
it remains to be seen whether rent controls
are the answer. This is because we must
consider how this is a business, which
always comes with attending risk for the
business owner.

Consumer protection in financial services
The Central Bank has a statutory
mandate to ensure that the interests of
consumers are protected in the realm
of financial services. In an attempt to
ensure that consumers’ interests are
at the centre of transactions, firms
must understand the risks faced by
consumers, not just from the products
and services they buy but also from the
behaviour of the firms themselves and
that of the wider market. The Central
Bank, in its Consumer Protection
Outlook report, aims to highlight a
number of those consumer risks that
the boards and senior management of
all regulated firms need to consider. All
firms selling financial services have a
responsibility to help their customers
make good decisions and, in order to do
so, they must view transactions through
the lens of the consumer.
		
The Central Bank has recently
introduced a new Consumer Protection
Risk Assessment Model, which intends to
be a more intrusive supervision of these
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firms and how they deal with consumer
protection management. This model is
designed to provide the Central Bank
with a framework to assist supervisors in
planning and carrying out an assessment
of how consumer risk is identified and
managed within regulated firms. This
model will be used throughout 2017 in
a series of targeted assessments across
retail sectors, with a particular focus on
culture, performance management, sales
incentives and product governance. This
will be in addition to and a support to
the Central Bank’s regular programme of
consumer-focused thematic inspections,
which examine compliance with
regulatory requirements.
		
The consequences of bad
financial decisions can be far reaching
for individual consumers and the
recession has highlighted to us the need
for these firms to be strictly regulated.
As a result, any measures in this line
are welcomed by the Consumers’
Association of Ireland.
April
April2017
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PRODUCT/TECHNOLOGY NEWS

Product/Tech News
Child-friendly app
provides MRI preview

Making a dash for home
A new service aims to get students home safely by taxi
even if they have lost their money, bank card and phone.
Developed by a final year Business Information Systems
student at NUI Galway, the online platform, entitled DASH
(Driving All Students Home), seeks to create an invisible
safety network for students across the country regardless
of the contents of their pockets. Research conducted with
the NUI Galway Students’ Union confirmed that students
often do not have the money to get a taxi at the end of
an evening out, with losing wallets or purses an all-toocommon occurrence, and that this can put their safety in
jeopardy as they try to make their way home on foot late
at night. The service aims to link cash-strapped students
with taxi drivers who will give them a lift home with the
assurance that they will be paid.
		
Thousands of students have registered with
the service at projectdash.ie, by providing contact and
college details, uploading a recent photo and assigning a
four-digit PIN. They also need to insert bank card details to
pay for any emergency taxi services used. The idea, then,
is that if they find themselves without means to pay for a
taxi and need to get home, they will simply be able to hail
a cab, give their name and PIN to the driver who will be
able to verify their identity by their photo on a driver app
and see their payment method. The driver can then drop
the student home and the app will process payment of the
fare upon arrival at the destination at no extra cost.
		
First officially launched in Galway, the service
has since moved into Carlow, Cork and Waterford, with
plans for extension into all university cities across the
country in the coming weeks and months. Taxi companies
in the various locations have been signing up, indicating
their commitment to student safety, and the service has
been widely supported by students’ unions, third-level
institutions and an Garda Síochána. Other features for the
app are planned, including a facility to allow parents to
enter a back-up card and a beacon button that students
can use to let friends and family know they are safe even if
they have no phone.

My MRI Journey app

Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

The products featured on these pages have
not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and their inclusion
here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Few enjoy the thought of having to undergo
an MRI scan but for small children the process
can be terrifying. To make the experience less
of an ordeal, King’s College Hospital in London
is using a virtual reality (VR) app that gives
children a 360° preview of the inside of the
MRI scanner beforehand.
		
VR apps are already used in the
treatment of phobias and post-traumatic
stress disorder and applying this technology
to relieve a child’s fear and anxiety ahead of an
MRI scan has many potential benefits. When
undergoing medical procedures like MRIs,
young children may be confused or scared
or they may not stay still for long enough,
causing significant distress and/or the need
for a return visit. In serious cases, where a scan
is vital, children have had to receive a general
anaesthetic to complete the procedure.
		
However, forewarned is forearmed
and the new app virtually walks the child
through the hospital to the MRI room and into
the scanner, providing the full experience,
including the extremely loud banging of the
electrical current in the machine as it boots
up. Developed by MRI physicist Jonathan
Ashmore, the My MRI Journey app is designed
to be used with a VR headset but there is also
a tablet version of the app for any patient with
neurological issues that might prevent them
from using VR. Although the app is tailored to
the London hospital, according to Mr Ashmore,
other hospitals could use the footage, develop
their own apps, or even upload their own
videos to YouTube if they did not want to go
down the app route. Links to those videos
could then be sent in appointment letters
letting parents know that children can view
the footage ahead of attending the hospital.
		
The King’s College Hospital app is
currently available as a free download for both
Android and Apple devices.
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Updated Safety Advice For
Fire-Risk Tumble Dryers
The safety advice for a number of Hotpoint, Indesit and Creda tumble
dryers that have been identified as presenting a fire risk has recently been
amended and consumers are now warned to cease using the appliance until
it has been repaired. As we outlined in our report on Tumble Dryers in our
October 2016 issue of Consumer Choice, in November 2015, a safety
fault had been identified with some condenser and vented dryer
models manufactured between April 2004 and October 2015.
According to Indesit Company - which, along with the Hotpoint
brand, is now owned by Whirlpool Corporation - in some rare
cases, excess lint or fluff can come into contact with the heating
element and cause a fire. The advice has been that consumers
should contact the manufacturer to arrange a visit from an
engineer, free of charge, to modify the appliance in order to
“enhance the safety and quality of your dryer”.
		
The company had initially advised that consumers
could continue to use the appliance, once they did not leave it
unattended and making sure to check and clean the filter after
every cycle. However, this advice was considered inadequate in
many quarters, particularly in light of a London Fire Brigade (LFB)
investigation finding that a blaze in August 2016 in a Shepherd’s
Bush apartment block was caused by a faulty Indesit tumble dryer
that was due to be seen by an engineer under the company’s “corrective
action” plan. Since then, LFB has urged Whirlpool/Indesit to adjust its advice
and tell consumers to cease using all affected appliances until they have been
checked and repaired. Our UK colleagues at Which? echoed this call, taking up the issue with
the Trading Standards department in Peterborough where Whirlpool’s UK headquarters are located as the relevant regulatory
authority. Following the threat of legal proceedings, Peterborough Trading Standards has taken enforcement action against the
appliance manufacturer and has required the company to warn consumers to stop using their machines until they are repaired.
		
Consumers who are concerned that their appliances may be affected are directed to the following web addresses:
http://safety.indesit.eu and http://safety.hotpoint.eu. Upon visiting these websites, we note that for all UK consumers, Whirlpool/
Indesit’s advice has indeed been updated as required by Peterborough Trading Standards, with the warning now stating that “if
your tumble dryer is affected by this issue then you should unplug it and do not use it until the modification has taken place.”
Following a short period when the advice on continued use of the dryer
remained unchanged for Irish consumers despite the updated UK advice, the
Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI) welcomes the fact that the advice
for Ireland has now been brought into line with the UK recommendation in
response to a notification from the Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission. The information for Irish consumers with an affected dryer is
again that “they should unplug and do not use their tumble dryer before
modification has taken place”.
		
It should be noted, however, that this advice to consumers that
they should cease using their appliance until it has been repaired puts the
owners of these tumble dryers at considerable inconvenience and loss.
In this context, the CAI calls on Whirlpool/Indesit to address the speed at
which they are repairing or replacing affected dryers and, unless they are
prepared to issue a full recall, to come forward with some form of goodwill
gesture for the many consumers who bought what are now their useless
products.
		
Consumers who think they may own an affected Hotpoint,
Indesit or Creda tumble dryer can check their appliance’s model number
on http://www.indesithotpointsafety.com or contact the company on
1800 804 320 and should endeavour to secure a repair date, if needed, as
soon as possible. The model and serial numbers can be found on the back
of the dryer’s door or in the recess of the dryer’s door.
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FOOD & HEALTH/Cooking and food skills

Cooking and Food Skills
in Ireland – how do we
measure up?
A snapshot of cooking and food skills across Ireland has
indicated that many have little faith in their ability to ‘cook
from scratch’, with men and young adults reporting the
lowest levels of confidence. Consumer Choice considers
recent safefood research aimed at identifying the barriers
and encouraging more home cooking.
With pre-prepared and packaged foods
becoming increasingly affordable and
popular, there is a concern that many
people are losing skills related to food
and cooking. In particular, the notion of
‘cooking from scratch’ using raw, fresh
ingredients is, in many instances, being
replaced by the use of pre-packaged
foodstuffs. The problem with ready
prepared food, including ready-made
meals and takeaways, is that they are
typically less nutritious and higher in
fat, sugar and salt than meals that are
prepared using raw ingredients. There is
evidence that the food choices people
make is directly related to their range
of knowledge and skills needed to use
food. However, little research has been
done on food and cooking skills in Ireland
to date. To address this gap, safefood,
the all-island agency that promotes food
safety and nutrition awareness across
the country, has undertaken research
aimed at measuring the level of food and
cooking skills in adults, investigating the
relationship between these skills and the
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healthiness of diets, and identifying what
are the barriers to developing these skills
and how to overcome them.

The study
The research was conducted in three
phases. First, a survey was carried out
that involved over 1,000 participants
and asked about food and cooking skills
and diet quality as well as recording
sociodemographic factors. Then,
interviews and focus groups were held
to find out what helped and hindered
consumers’ ability to cook. In addition,
an experimental study explored how
consumers learn cooking skills using
technology.
		
In the survey phase of the
research, researchers polled a nationally
representative sample of 1,049 adults
aged between 20 and 60 years from the
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Participants were asked which cooking
skills they used from a list that covered
such areas as preparing and cooking raw
meat, poultry or fish; peeling, chopping,

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• New research
• Barriers to cooking from scratch
• Aids and solutions

mixing, stirring and blending food; and
cooking methods such as boiling, frying,
steaming, roasting, stewing, microwaving
and baking. In terms of food skills,
participants were similarly asked whether
they use such food skills as planning
meals ahead, shopping with a grocery
list, comparing prices, buying cheaper
cuts of meat or food in season to save
money, keeping a store cupboard of basic
ingredients and following recipes, among
other things. If they reported using
any of the listed cooking or food skills,
participants were then asked to grade
their level of ability on a scale of one to
seven, with one meaning ‘very poor’ and
seven meaning ‘very good’.
		
In all, 27 people were
interviewed and 141 took part in a total
of 16 focus groups. The topics discussed
covered attitudes to cooking and skills and
practices in general, including motivations
for cooking, cooking confidence, and
cooking habits. Those in the focus groups
also took part in the experiment and
their cooking experiences as part of the
April 2017

experiment and the influential role of
technology on cooking skills and practices
were discussed.
		
For the experiment, participants
were asked to cook a lasagne from
scratch and were provided with cooking
instructions to help them complete
this task. Cooking a lasagne from basic
ingredients involves a number of varied
and technical cooking techniques and
skills, such as weighing the ingredients,
chopping vegetables and making white
sauce. Some participants were given
only a recipe card to follow, whereas
others were also provided with either a
full video demonstration or a series of
video segments to show the process step
by step or access to video segments as
needed. At the start of the experiment,
midway through and at the end of the
task, participants rated their likelihood
of cooking the meal from scratch in the
future alongside rating their confidence,
enjoyment and perceived difficulty in
doing the task.

Measuring skills
The results showed that cooking meat
and peeling/chopping vegetables were
the most commonly used cooking skills,
with 78.5% and 75.4% of participants
using these skills, respectively. In contrast,
baking (40.2%) was the least-used cooking
skill. Only 30% of those polled claimed
to use all of the cooking skills on the list,
and 7% reported that they used none of
the listed cooking skills. When it comes
to food skills, the findings showed that
keeping basic ingredients in the cupboard
to put together a meal (62.7%) followed
by shopping with specific meals in mind
(61.8%) were the most commonly used
food skills, whereas buying cheaper cuts of
meat to save money (25.5%) and balancing
meals based on nutritional advice of what
is healthy (27.1%) were the least-used food
skills. Just 16% of the participants claimed
to use all of these food skills, and 7%
claimed to use none of these food skills.
		
In terms of cooking skills
confidence, where participants rated their
own ability, males scored significantly
lower than females; older participants
(40 to 60 years) scored significantly
higher than younger participants (20 to
39 years); and those with no educational
qualifications or compulsory level only
scored significantly lower than those with
secondary/further or higher education.
This pattern was closely repeated in the
findings on food skills confidence, with
men, younger age groups and those with
few or no qualifications reporting
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significantly lower confidence in their
abilities. In general, those who reported
being confident in their cooking skills
were also confident in their food skills.
No difference was found between high
and low socioeconomic groups in their
cooking and food skills.
		
Survey participants also
answered questions about diet quality
and although greater perceived cooking
skills and food skills abilities were not
conclusively associated with healthier
dietary choices, they were found to have
an impact upon aspects of the diet, most
notably in relation to saturated fat, with
those reporting better cooking skills also
reporting that they ate less saturated fat.

• The need to make multiple meals to
satisfy family members’ different food
preferences, including accommodating
‘fussy eaters’, resulting in a focus on
convenience meals

Barriers and facilitators

• Although buying store-cupboard
ingredients can work out more expensive
initially because of the need to buy the
staple foods, subsequent cooking would
result in the overall cost being cheaper

The focus group and interview phase of
the study revealed that there are a range
of barriers reported by participants to
cooking from scratch. The barriers that
deter people from cooking from scratch
were found to include:
• A fear of cooking using fresh ingredients
stemming from a lack of confidence,
experience and skills
• Time constraints combined with family
pressures, tiredness and lack of motivation
as well as the prospect of washing up
afterwards
• The need to get food ready quickly
before children got hungry and the
perceived lack of time available to cook
from scratch
• A belief that convenience food is less
expensive than cooking from scratch, and
the perceived expense, perishability and
labour intensity that are by comparison
associated with fresh ingredients

• A lack of awareness and confidence
around food safety and defrosting issues
leading to a reluctance to cook using
frozen ingredients that require defrosting
On the other side of the coin, a number
of ‘facilitators’ were discussed that
highlighted the benefits of cooking from
scratch and strategies that can help to
offset the barriers. These included the
following:

• Cooking from scratch is associated with
perceived health benefits and is seen as a
sought-after ideal
• By sharing the cooking duties, cooking
from scratch becomes more manageable
• Cooking from scratch can be seen as a
way to cultivate creativity and can help
children learn valuable life and problemsolving skills
• Batch cooking can deliver benefits to
those with busy schedules, by having
meals planned in advance and removing
the need to think about what to prepare
when arriving home after a busy day at
work
• Cooking in batches also reduces the
cooking time, while buying in bulk can
save money

April 2017

Cooking experiment
The final phase of the study involved a
cooking experiment to understand the
impact of information technology aids
on the learning of cooking skills. From
this experiment, it is clear that video
technology has a place in supporting
some people to cook from scratch, helping
to promote cooking skills in a number of
ways, including:
• visualisation of the cooking process
• reassurance during the process

were using a recipe card only or had some
kind of video aid. According to Amanda
McCloat, Head of the Home Economics
Department at St. Angela's College, Sligo
and Research Contributor, “what was
really evident from the research is how
people gained confidence from simply
trying out a recipe and how we should be
encouraging non-cooks to give it a go”.

Help at hand
The full research report, Cooking and
food skills –the current picture, can be
downloaded from the safefood website,
www.safefood

• application of learning or replication of
the process
• flexibility to work at own pace
In addition, it was found that confidence
in cooking, enjoyment in cooking and
the likelihood of making the dish in the
future significantly increased midway
and at the end of the experiment equally
in all groups, whether the participants
Findings on the reported use of cooking skills among survey participants
Preparing and cooking raw meat/poultry

.eu. In addition, to help people with
building confidence in their food and
cooking skills, safefood has developed a
range of easy ‘How To’ cooking videos that
are available on YouTube. These videos
offer pointers on a number of cooking
tasks, with titles including How to peel
and cut an avocado, How to chop a chilli,
%
78.5

Peeling and chopping vegetables

75.4

Boiling or simmering

70.4

Frying or stir-frying food

68.4

Roasting food

68.2

Chopping, mixing and stirring food

67.9

Using herbs and spices to flavour food

55.8

Preparing and cooking raw fish

51.8

Microwaving food

47.7

Steaming food

47.4

Stewing food

47.4

Making sauces and gravy from scratch

45.2

Blending food

Useful contact
safefood
www.safefood.eu
tel 1850 404 567
email: info@safefood.eu

43

Baking cakes, bread or buns

Findings on the reported use of food skills among survey participants
Keeping basic items in a store cupboard for putting meals together

40.2

%
62.7

Shopping with specific meals in mind

61.8

Reading the best-before date on food

56.8

Planning how much food to buy

47

Preparing or cooking a healthy meal with only a few ingredients on hand

45.6

Using leftovers to create another meal

44.6

Shopping with a grocery list

44.4

Preparing or cooking a meal with limited time

44.3

Planning meals ahead (e.g. for the day or week ahead)
Reading the storage and use-by information on food packets

43
42.4

Knowing what budget you have to spend on food

39.6

Comparing prices before you buy food

38.6

Following recipes when cooking

38.5

Preparing meals in advance, e.g. packed lunch, partly preparing dinner in advance

33.4

Buying food in season to save money

30.2

Cooking more or double recipes which can be used for another meal
Reading the nutritional information on food labels

29
28.6

Balancing meals based on nutritional advice of what is healthy

27.1

Buying cheaper cuts of meat to save money

25.5
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How to cook rice, and How to cook roast
chicken and vegetables. To demystify
recipes, the safefood website also offers
definitions of common cooking terms and
it provides advice on shopping and meal
planning. Finally, to provide inspiration
for nourishing meals and in keeping with
the finding of the experimental study that
the video technology can help support
the decision to do more cooking from
scratch, safefood has a variety of healthy
recipes on offer on its website complete
with short videos that can be used as a
visual aid.
		
As noted by Dr Cliodhna FoleyNolan, Director of Human Health and
Nutrition at safefood, there is no need to
become “a domestic god or goddess to
put a healthy and safe meal on the table”.
Dr Foley-Nolan points out that “for most
of us, food skills involve being able to plan
meals ahead, make a shopping list, using
leftovers and having some quick meal
ideas in the cupboard. The key is to plan
ahead and cook more of our meals from
scratch, even with time pressures”. With
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Money/Counterfeit goods

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes

Counterfeit
Goods and the
Consumer

Consumer Choice investigates the risks
consumers face when it comes to counterfeit
goods and how they can protect themselves.
Counterfeit goods are by no means a new
phenomenon. The black market has long
been the booming underbelly that comes
in contact with the average consumer
from time to time and these days it is
expanding into the realm of cyber space.
Online shopping is expanding the scope of
counterfeit sellers and exposing consumers
to more and more risks. The most popular
counterfeit products such as clothes,
handbags, shoes, makeup and toys that are
traditionally sold in markets can be examined
by consumers and that fact that they are
counterfeit is often obvious on inspection.
The difficulty that arises with shopping
online is that consumers don't have the
opportunity to inspect these goods and
so are less able to gauge whether they are
genuine or counterfeit.

The scale of the problem
Every so often we hear media reports of anticounterfeit sweeps involving the Gardaí and
Revenue Commissioners or perhaps Interpol
or local authorities all over the world. There
are factories all across the globe dedicated
to the manufacture of counterfeit goods but
without the quality we expect and without
the safeguard of regulation. These criminal
gangs are identifying the trust we hold
in well known and respected brands and
misusing this trust to peddle lower quality or
defective counterfeits to turn a profit.
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In the six-month period from March
to August 2016, 562 cases regarding
counterfeits were reported to European
Consumer Centres (ECCs). Of these, 393
cases were outside the jurisdiction of the
ECC network because the trader was located
in a non-EU country. The number of cases
reported by ECCs would appear to be the tip
of the iceberg and do not reflect the gravity
of the problem.
		
ECCs report that two thirds of their
complaints in 2014 involved e-commerce
transactions as consumers increasingly
shop online in a cross-border context and
when cases of fraud or counterfeits arise,
an amicable solution is not usually possible.
In an attempt to counteract this problem,
the ECC has compiled a guide on informing
consumers of the impact of counterfeiting,
which is available at www.eccireland.ie.
		
Counterfeiting has a major impact
on business and governments. The European
Union Intellectual Property Office and the
European Observatory on Infringements
of Intellectual Property Rights have
published various interesting publications
on counterfeiting in Europe. One such
report notes that a study commissioned by
the International Chamber of Commerce
in 2010 reported that €10 billion and more
than 185,000 jobs were lost in the EU due to
piracy alone. In other examples of the scale
of the problem, Interpol evaluates the annual

At a glance
• Online counterfeit goods
• Risks for consumers
• Consumer advice
turnover from pharmaceutical crime as $75
billion and US authorities have dismantled
one illicit online pharmaceutical network
that had earned $55 million in two years.

Risks to consumers
How do these statistics translate and affect
the average consumer? One may wonder if
it is so bad to give into these enticing prices
for counterfeit goods. That replica bag of
your favourite designer’s collection for half
the usual retail price or the perfume that
smells and looks exactly the same as the
popular celebrity fragrance currently on the
market but costs a fraction of the high street
cost - you might think these products are
worth taking a chance on buying. However,
the risks to the consumer are great and the
ECC has reviewed the publications of the
different organisations at international,
European and national level that deal with
the consequences of counterfeiting and has
produced a detailed account of the hazards
facing consumers who buy counterfeit
goods.
		
The most obvious of these are the
safety risks. Many counterfeit products do
not follow European rules regarding safety.
For example, inferior replacement car parts –
such as counterfeit steering components and
airbag mechanisms - have a clear impact on
the safety of cars. With regard to electronic
goods, counterfeit products may have
April 2017

inferior insulation and wires that can overheat
and cause fire. Products that comply with
EU safety standards receive a CE Mark but
counterfeits sometimes copy the CE mark or
use similar marks. There is a China Export
mark that is similar to Europe's CE Mark but
this mark only indicates that the product was
manufactured in China. This adds confusion
for consumers in knowing whether they are
buying a counterfeit good or not.
		
In terms of health products,
counterfeits are, of course, unreliable
when it comes to compliance with health
directives or sanitary codes. Cosmetics and
perfumes are high risk and are the type of
products so often purchased online. These
products can cause health issues, such as
allergies. For example, a counterfeit MAC
kohl eyeliner pencil was found to contain
46 times the permitted level of copper,
which can cause a serious allergic reaction.
Medical counterfeits are particularly high risk
and are becoming a major problem for the
industry. The European Commission reports
that the most counterfeited medicines are
antibiotics, cancer cure medicines and drugs
for erectile dysfunction, the dangers of which
are unforeseeable because of the unknown
chemical content. The Council of Europe
has drafted the MEDICRIME Convention,
which constitutes a binding international
instrument in the area of criminal law on
counterfeiting of medical products and
similar crimes involving threats to public
health. As was documented in our February
2017 issue, the European Commission has
developed a logo for pharmacies operating
legally online in EU member states. The
consumer can click on the logo to check if the
online pharmacy website being visited is a
legally operating pharmacy.

Impact of the trade in counterfeit
goods
By supporting the trade of counterfeit goods,
we are supporting criminal organisations and
allowing them to trade without paying taxes.
According to the OECD, the global trade
in counterfeit goods is worth almost half a
trillion dollars a year. Perpetrators also avoid
national and European regulations that are
designed to protect the environment. They
produce their products for such a low cost
with mostly inferior materials, no adherence
to regulation and no tax contribution, thereby
creating unfair competition in the market
in which legitimate companies try to trade.
Legitimate companies spend a lot of time
and money developing and protecting their
business ideas through patents, copyrights
and trademarks. Counterfeits just steal these
ideas and discourage further research and
growth of the market. Those employed by
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counterfeit producers are unlikely to have
the protection of international rules on
social conditions and human rights and, in
many circumstances, these factories exploit
children and adults for cheap labour.
		
Any person who imports
counterfeit goods into the country is
committing an offence. The punishment of
the offence can vary in Ireland. On summary
conviction, the penalty is a fine of €5,000
or a term of imprisonment up to 12 months
or both. On conviction on indictment, the
penalty is a fine of €126,790 - or, in the case
of goods with a value exceeding €250,000, a
fine of three times the value of the goods - or
a term of imprisonment up to five years, or
both. Consumers buying counterfeit online
are subject to this penalty if convicted and
it is a crime whether knowingly buying
counterfeit goods or not. Customs officials
are currently the front line of defence for
intellectual property rights at EU borders
and national customs authorities now have
more powers to confiscate and/or destroy
counterfeit goods. Counterfeit products
bought online by consumers, even when
bought without knowing that they were
counterfeit products, can be detained or
even destroyed when entering the EU.

What can consumers do to
protect themselves?
There are a number of recommended
practices as outlined by ECC-Net (the
European Consumer Centres Network)
that will help consumers to avoid buying
counterfeit goods.
		
Firstly, consumers should identify
and locate the seller by checking the name of
the company, the geographical address, and
the company identification number, which
should be provided when purchasing within
the EU. If a website does not include concrete
details about the company, the website
should be automatically considered to be
untrustworthy. The URL extension of the
website is not relevant in trying to ascertain
the country of establishment of the seller - a
'.uk', '.fr', '.de' in the website address does not
mean the company is actually located in the
UK, France or Germany. Consumers could
check out the trader using the website www.
whois.domaintools.com.
		
Secondly, consumers can search
the experiences of other consumers on online
forums. However, it is important to remain
careful when reading these comments as
they could be fake, particularly if they are
excessively positive.
		
Consumers should look to see
whether the website benefits from a trust
mark and check the website of the trust mark
to ensure it is genuine and trustworthy.

		
Consumers should analyse the
general layout of the site as an indication
of how serious the seller is and watch for
spelling or grammatical errors or words such
as 'cheap', 'outlet', and 'free' that may indicate
that the site deals in counterfeit goods.
		
Consumers should check their
consumer rights on the website. EU
legislation requires online traders to
prominently provide clear and correct
information on their website about consumer
rights, including the right of withdrawal
from the contract. Online sellers established
within the EU should also provide a link to
the European platform for online alternative
dispute resolution on their website.
		
Consumers should consider the
price of the product as counterfeit products
are often sold for much lower prices than
that charged by official retailers. The total
price, including delivery and banking fees,
should be taken into account and potential
purchasers will need to remember also that
import VAT and customs duties may be
imposed when they buy from outside the
European Union.
		
Consumers can verify any
authorised retailers on the official website of
the brand, which also may record any blacklisted sellers - such lists are not exhaustive,
however, and are not always kept up to date.
		
Consumers should always use a
secure means of payment when making
a purchase online. This includes always
checking whether the payment page is
secured - a padlock should appear on the
page and the 'http' in the address bar should
be replaced by 'https' with the 's' meaning
'secured'. Paying by credit card is best as
there may be the possibility of securing a
chargeback if things go awry. Payment via
money transfers such as Western Union,
Money Corp and so on, should be avoided as
these services are often used by scammers.
More information regarding the risks
associated with counterfeit goods is available
at www.eccireland.ie.
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PRODUCT TEST/Ebook readers

Kobo Ebook
Readers
Kindles may dominate the ebook
reader market but two new Kobo
devices are worthy Amazon
alternatives.
Ko b o Au ra

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
Amazon practically invented the ebook
reader category and continues to dominate
the market with its Kindle products. But
not everyone is a fan of Amazon or wants
to be tied into the Amazon store and
product lineup. For those looking for
an alternative, the only contender left in
our market is Kobo. Though they have
tested well, Kobo devices have, in the past,
sometimes narrowly missed out on Choice
Buy status. The water-resistant Kobo
Aura H2O did squeeze into the Choice Buy
category in 2015 and this year it is joined
by the Kobo Aura (Edition 2) and the new
Kobo Aura One.

Keeping your options open
Although lacking the same level of brand
recognition as Amazon, Kobo has been
providing a very viable alternative to
Kindles for some years now and its devices
offer one key differentiator. Ebooks
downloaded onto a Kindle must be in
Amazon’s proprietary AZW format, so that
Kindle owners are completely tied to the
Amazon store, which is undoubtedly very
comprehensively stocked and its ebooks
are competitively priced. Kobo ereader
owners can buy directly from the Kobo
store, which is also very well stocked and
pretty easy to navigate but, crucially, Kobo
devices also support a range of formats,
including the ePub format, enabling
owners to buy from a variety of online
ebook stores and even borrow ebooks
from public lending libraries, keeping the
cost of your reading habit down. Both
Kobo and Amazon devices allow you to
read pdfs – often used for work purposes
– but if you want to read newspapers on
your ereader, you will need to opt for a
Kindle as the current Kobo ereaders lack
this capability.

Kobo Aura (Edition 2)
The updated version of the Kobo Aura,
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One

this entry-level device ticks a lot of boxes
and should provide an enjoyable reading
experience for booklovers for a relatively
affordable €120. The touchscreen display
measures six inches diagonally and is
nicely bright to aid ease of reading, with
even strong sunlight conditions presenting
few problems. And for night-time reading
sessions, a handy front light is provided.
The lack of a backlight, however, does
mean that passing shadows over the screen
can impede viewing at times. On the light
end, weighing 173g, this device comes
with a textured rubber backing, adding
up to top marks for one-handed reading
comfort. This is also an easy device to use,
with setting up, buying and downloading
books all very straightforward. Though
you can browse the web on this Kobo
model, as is often the case with ereaders,
the process is less satisfactory than on a
phone or tablet. There is 4GB of storage
on board, which provides room for around
3,000 books, and Kobo claims that the
battery will last for two months before
needing to be recharged.

Kobo Aura One
Kobo was thinking big when it designed
the Aura One, stretching the screen to a
considerable 7.8 inches. Though some will
appreciate the bigger display, the larger
dimensions may not suit everyone and it
would be a good idea to get your hands
on a device before buying to try it out.
Despite the extra size, this device is very
slim, fairly light at 233g and has a textured
back that aids a secure grip making it
comfortable to hold, though you might
need to use two hands. The large vibrant
screen comes with an ambient light sensor
that automatically adjusts brightness levels
according to the time of day, making it a
pleasure to view in all lighting conditions.
As well as the display size, onboard storage
has also been greatly increased, with this

it ion 2)

Kobo model offering 6GB or space for
around 6,000 books, which should be
ample for even the most avid readers. A
novel feature is the fact that this device is
waterproof and reportedly able to survive
for an hour submerged in up to two metres
of water. This at least means that it should
withstand the odd poolside splash or
accidental dip in the bath. If you feel like
splashing out on this ebook reader, it will
cost a hefty €250.

Kobo Aura (Edition 2)
Ease of use (30%)

Viewing test (20%)

Loading/Buying (20%)

Reading comfort (13%)

Formats (5%)

Build (5%) 		

Battery (5%) 		

Special features (2%)


Total Score: 72%
Kobo Aura One
Ease of use (30%)

Viewing test (20%)

Loading/Buying (20%)

Reading comfort (13%)

Formats (5%)

Build (5%) 		

Battery (5%) 		

Special features (2%)


Total Score: 74%
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PRODUCT TEST/Ebook readers

Ebook Readers Updated Table
The two new Kobo devices have scored sufficiently highly to be Choice Buys and join an array of equally excellent Kindle offerings at a range of
price points - from the entry-level Kindle priced at €90, through to the Kindle Paperwhite at €160, the Kindle Voyage at €250 and the Kindle Oasis,
complete with leather charging case, at a whopping €380. These devices remain widely available and for full reviews of these products see the
October 2016 and July/August 2015 issues of Consumer Choice. By way of update, we have inserted the two new Kobo devices into our table
below so you can see how all the devices currently on shop shelves compare. As you can see, most devices available are now of sufficiently high
quality that we are happy to recommend them, with the latest version of even the entry-level Kindle just squeaking past the post to enter Choice
Buy territory.

MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

Weight (g)

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE

Sceen size
(inches)

Screen
resolution
(pixels)

Reading
light

Ease of use
(30%)

Viewing test
(20%)

Loading/
Buying (20%)

Reading comfort
(13%)

Formats (5%)

Build (5%)

Battery (5%)

Special
features (2%)

%

Star ratings are out of five.

1

Amazon Kindle Voyage

240*

179

6

1448x1072

✓

















78

2

Amazon Kindle Paperwhite
3G

250

218

6

1024x758

✓

















78

3

Amazon Kindle Paperwhite
WiFi

160

208

6

1024x758

✓

















77

4

Amazon Kindle Oasis (with
charging cover)

380

233

6

1448x1072

✓

















75

5

Kobo Aura One

250

233

7.8

1872x1404

✓

















74

6

Kindle Oasis (no cover)

no price
found

133

6

1448x1072

✓

















73

7

Kobo Aura (Edition 2)

119

179

6

1024x758

✓

















72

8

Kobo Aura H2O

210

227

6.8

1430x1080

✓

















72

9

Amazon Kindle

90

161

6

800x600

















70

119

182

6

1024x758

















66

95 online

176

6

600x800

















66

149

243

6.8

1440x1080

















66

10 Kobo Glo

11

Kobo Touch

12

Kobo Aura HD

✓

✓

USING THE TABLE

SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.
Screen size: Measured diagonally in inches.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Ease of use: Includes ratings for the structure and operating speed
of the menu, the speed of opening an ebook and pdf file, the speed
of page turning, and the ease of use of adjusting settings and of
operating various features and functions, such as handling bookmarks,
inserting notes and organising content.
Viewing test: The contrast, sharpness and readability of the display in
bright sunlight, interior lighting and dim light conditions.
Loading/buying: The ease of loading a book onto the ebook reader
via a PC or directly using wi-fi or 3G from a non-specific online
bookshop, lending library or website as well as the access and
navigation features of the ebook reader’s predefined online bookshop,
including the choice of books and the ease of downloading and
paying for books.
Reading comfort: Ratings for the ease of use and comfort of holding
and reading the ebook reader while standing, seated and lying in bed.
Formats: The range of file formats supported by the ebook reader.
Build: Includes an assessment of the overall manufacturing quality and
durability of the ebook reader as well as the results of the scratch test
and drop test.
Battery: Rating based on the experience of the ebook reader during
the test period and an electrical measurement of the battery current
that includes the normal reading state, page turning, standby and
automatic shut-down function to predict the device’s operational time.
Special features: The presence of such additional features as web
browsing, 3G/4G connectivity, text to speech and so on.

*wi-fi version only, 3G version priced at €340
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PRODUCT TESTS / Televisions

Televsions

Big screens,
stunning detail….
Consumer Choice
has 11 Choice Buy
TVs that are picture
perfect.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• TV trends
• What to consider
• 11 Choice Buys

The TV market refreshes itself on a yearly
basis, with manufacturers clearing out all old
models and ushering in a whole new range of
appliances that are often bigger and better in
terms of screen size, resolution, and the smart
features on offer. Our labs have tested an
enormous batch of appliances to uncover the
models that make viewing a pleasure. And as
well as assessing each TV for the all-important
quality of its picture, our testers consider
the sound quality produced and also how
intuitive or straightforward each appliance is
to use, both in terms of general operation and
the delivery of smart features and functions.
You can see the lengths we go to in order to
bring you our independent, objective ratings
in the box below.

The big picture
Our living rooms may not have got any bigger
in recent years but our TV screens certainly
have. Whereas 32 inches was the standard
size of the main household TV, this has been
increasing steadily in recent years. It is now
hard to find a top-quality appliance that
is smaller than 40 inches and shop floors
abound with 49-55-inch sets - and even
65-inch screens are fairly plentiful. It used to
be the case that you needed an enormous
living room to house an out-sized TV but
these devices have become extremely lean
machines, with the surround and bezel
adding very little bulk, so overall they do not
take up as much room as their predecessors.
In tandem with screen size, the resolution on
offer has also increased. As well as providing
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stunning levels of detail, high definition (HD)
and ultra-high definition (UHD) have the
advantage of allowing viewers to sit closer
to the screen without detracting from their
viewing experience by being able to discern
the individual pixels. Thus, consumers are
able to indulge in larger screens without
having to extend the size of their living
rooms. And indeed, when it comes to UHD,
which is also known as 4K and provides four
times the detail of full HD resolution, you will
really need a screen of 40 inches or larger to
appreciate the leap in picture quality.

TVs on test
Although there are plenty of 32-inch TVs still
on shop floors, the trend, as noted above,
has moved to larger screens. In addition,
in our testing no 32-inch Choice Buys were
uncovered in our current batch and so we
have not included this size in our table.
		
Manufacturers make their models
in a variety of sizes and in general, the model
will have scored similarly across the size
range, with few deviations in the overall
rating among the different categories. TVs
with the same model numbers apart from
the digits that relate to the screen size (for
example, 32, 40, 46, 49, 55) typically offer the
same features, capabilities and specifications.
For instance, we have designated the
Samsung UE49KU6400 a Choice Buy with an
overall score of 75%. In fact, we also tested
the UE65KU6400, UE55KU6400, UE43KU6400,
and UE40KU6400, which achieved scores
of between 74% and 72%, making them

similarly worthy Choice Buys. However, to
avoid repetition, we have not included all the
size variations of each model on our table.
So if you like the sound of one device but
the size does not suit, you may well be able
to find a smaller or larger version with the
same great attributes and we have noted the
availability of other screen sizes in our Choice
Buy reviews.
		
For some years, TV manufacturers
seemed to look on 3D as the next big thing
and in our 2015 and 2016 tests, 3D capability
featured on many of the larger TV models.
However, this is a feature that is clearly on the
wane, with few TVs in our current batch, big
or small, including a 3D function, likely due to
the lack of available 3D content.
		
One new capability that is making
a tentative appearance is OLED (organic light
emitting diode) screens. Whereas most TVs
on the market sport LCD screens that are
backlit by LEDs, OLED screens in which the
pixels are self-illuminating are starting to
become available. With OLED, each organic
cell positioned behind the TV panel creates
its own light source, and this means that
light doesn’t spread into unwanted areas.
The result is a more vibrant picture with
deeper blacks and greater contrasts. OLED
screens can also help to reduce motion blur
during fast-action scenes and they provide
much- improved viewing angles. In addition,
because these TVs do not need a backlight,
they can be even slimmer than already very
slender LED TVs. LG is the first to market with
OLED technology and one offering, the LG
April 2017

OLED55C6V, is featured on our table, narrowly
missing out on Choice Buy status.
		
The latest buzzword in the TV
world is HDR, which stands for high dynamic
range and refers to technology aimed at
providing high levels of contrast between
light and dark colours – so brighter whites
and deeper blacks - as well as more subtle
tone variation. However, there is a limited
amount of HDR content available to show off
this new capability. In contrast, the amount
of 4K content on offer is increasing and
most of our Choice Buys deliver 3840 x 2160
resolution and are able to display this content
in all its glory.
		
Although slim TVs have
traditionally struggled with the delivery of
decent sound quality, manufacturers appear
to have overcome previous difficulties with
their higher-end offerings, with many of the
more expensive TVs in our current batch –
especially among the larger sizes - exceeding
audio expectations and scoring top marks
across our listening tests. Thus, now the
stunning picture quality on offer may be
matched by equally impressive audio for an
all-round excellent viewing experience.

Some factors to consider
TVs are a pricey purchase, running to
hundreds and even thousands of euro, so the
decision is not one to be made hastily and
there are some factors that you will need to
consider plus a number of aspects that you
can check out in the shop before parting with
your money.
		
If you have a lot of devices that you
are planning to connect to your new TV, such
as blu-ray players, set-top boxes and so on,
you should check that there will be enough

HDMI and USB ports for your needs. You
may also need to check the position of these
connections if you are thinking of mounting
the TV onto a wall, as is becoming popular
thanks to the new flat screens. Certainly, wall
mounting is the ultimate streamlined solution
and can be a safer option for households with
lots of young children about – eliminating the
danger of a costly device crashing off a table
top and onto the floor if accidently bumped.
However, there are a couple of things to think
about before purchase if you are planning to
wall mount your TV, with the first being how
accessible the connections will be once the
appliance is in place.
		
Another factor to consider is that
wall-mounted TVs will typically be positioned
higher than those on a dedicated table so the
viewing angle will be somewhat different.
Some TVs can suffer a loss of colour accuracy
and contrast when they are not viewed
directly straight on, so it might mean that
when a group is watching a programme
those on the edges of the room have a
significantly poorer view than those in the
middle. In the shop, as well as checking out
viewing angles horizontally from either side
of the TV, it is also worth checking the vertical
angle and if the image will be significantly
distorted or impaired if viewed from below.
This will help to ensure that if you do wall
mount your TV your viewing experience will
not be compromised.
		
It is worth looking at the remote
control and seeing how intuitive it is to use.
TVs that come supplied with an extra smart
remote can make navigating the smart
features a much simpler and less frustrating
process. And for households where the
remote control is lost on a regular basis, with

some time elapsing before it turns up under
the sofa or behind a cushion, it is handy if the
appliance itself has some physical buttons
that can be easily accessed and used to
operate the TV in the interim.
		
Most of us buying a new TV will
now expect it to come with the ability to
stream films and access catch-up TV services,
so it is worth checking how intuitive these
features will be to operate. A good idea is to
ask the salesperson what apps are available
and to show you the onscreen menus,
electronic programme guide and so on.
		
The prices quoted for the TVs
on test do not take into account sale
prices, discounts or promotions and in this
fast–moving market, you may well be able to
find these models at a lower price. Indeed,
it would seem that the larger and more
expensive the TV, the deeper the discount, if
you time your purchase correctly. Keeping
your eye on prices and shopping around
is key in this market if you want to bag a
bargain.

The lengths we go to...
Picture quality, sound quality and ease of use are three major criteria that our testers look at when assessing TVs.
		
To evaluate picture quality, the TVs on test are set to an optimised level of brightness, contrast and colour and most viewing tests are
performed by five experts under the same controlled conditions. For the visual tests, two identical scenes are used – one mainly dark scene
with some fine details, panning and bright spots and colours and one brighter, outdoor scene with lots of panning, details and close-ups. The
expert viewers rate the devices’ image quality, including resolution and sharpness, colour reproduction and stability, shades of black and white
and the absence of motion blur.
		
Three experts with a background in music and audio reproduction perform listening tests on the TVs to assess sound quality. Three
different sequences are played using a high-quality DVD player connected directly to the TV set. The three sequences seek to cover the entire
range of typical TV sound, with a classical music track, a pop music track and TV drama scene that features male and female voices and some
background music.
		
A panel of three experts evaluates how convenient the devices are to use. The experts consider the ease of use of the menu options
and instruction manual and they test the operation of the delivered remote control, looking at such aspects as the size and layout of the buttons
and the amount of multi-functional buttons. If any extra remote controls are supplied, they rate these separately and they also assess the
effectiveness of other control options like voice and gesture control. These experts also test TVs in different scenarios that simulate normal
operation by an average user, looking at installation, daily use and operation of any special functions. When it comes to smart features, the
panel rates the layout, navigation and speed of the smart menu; the usability of the app store; the possibility of using the TV as a recorder and
how straightforward it is to start a recording immediately, set a recording for a later time, and find a specific recording; and the possibility and
ease of pausing live TV.
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1. Samsung UE55KS9000 €2,600

2. Samsung UE55KS8000 €2,700

With an eye-watering price tag, the Choice Buy Samsung
UE55KS9000 is both big and beautiful. This high-end TV sports
a sizeable 55-inch gently curved screen with 4K HDR resolution
on which to enjoy traditional viewing or the impressive range of
smart TV features on offer. HD content looks particularly sharp
and vibrant and even the fastest action shots remain crisp and
clear with no motion blur. The viewing angle is not as wide as
some other models - however, sound quality is first class. This
Samsung model is quick to start up and straightforward to
use, with a smart remote control as well as a standard one and
four HDMI ports plus three USB sockets conveniently stowed
in a separate box. The built-in wi-fi can connect directly to the
manufacturer’s Tizen smart TV service, with an easy to navigate
smart menu system. If you add USB storage, the PVR function
will let you pause live TV and record one programme while
watching another. This model is also available and impressed
our testers equally in a 49-inch version, with a €2,399 price tag.

Again at the premium end of the market, the Choice Buy Samsung
UE55KS8000 delivers plenty of impressive specifications and high
quality for its hefty price. The screen stretches to 55 inches and
lacks the curve of its 9 Series counterpart but offers the same 4K
HDR resolution for super-sharp detail and well-balanced colour,
particularly when displaying HD content. Like the 9 Series, sound
quality on this Samsung model is superb, scoring top marks across
all listening tests. Those looking to add accessories have plenty of
HDMI ports to avail of and the presence of Bluetooth will enable the
convenient connection of wireless speakers. Both a standard and
smart remote control are provided, which testers found reasonable
to use with some reservations – but if you misplace both of them,
the physical controls on the TV are tricky enough to operate.
The smart features on offer are excellent and the PVR functions
impressed with the ability to watch and record different shows at
the same time and pause live TV with the addition of some external
storage. This model may also be enjoyed in a whopping 65-inch
version or with a more modest 49-inch screen.

3. Samsung UE55K6300 €1,000

4. Samsung UE55K5500 €929

Coming down substantially in both price and resolution, the
Choice Buy Samsung UE55K6300 still has plenty to recommend
itself to potential purchasers. The substantial 55-inch screen
is curved with the idea being to deliver a more immersive
viewing experience. Whereas the highest-end sets these days
are boasting 4K resolution, this model offers mere full HD, but it
does so to great effect with good colour balance and crisp, sharp
images. The viewing angle is reasonable and the sound quality
is pretty good – and you always have the option of adding a
sound bar or connecting wireless speakers using Bluetooth. For
adding accessories, three HDMI ports and two USB ports are
available. As well as the standard remote control, a simplified
remote is provided and though the lack of a smart remote makes
navigating smart features a trifle tricky, the smart menu system
is well laid out and intuitive to follow. Those who like the sound
of this model but whose living room will not be able to house a
55-inch screen can avail of the same great attributes in a slightly
smaller 49-inch version for €879 and a positively modest-sized
40-inch set for €679.
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Though billed as a mid-range TV, the Choice Buy Samsung
UE55K5500 nonetheless ticks many of the boxes potential
purchasers might be seeking. The 55-inch flat screen may lack the
impressive sharpness of 4K resolution but its full HD resolution
delivers a pleasurable viewing experience thanks to its nicely crisp
and clear image quality with good colour contrast. Sound quality
is generally fairly good and a major plus is the wide viewing angle
on this Samsung model, so even larger groups should be able to
watch the screen comfortably. This smart TV offers built-in wi-fi
for connecting to the internet directly out of the box and you can
use one of the two USB ports to add some storage and avail of the
PVR functionality that lets you pause and record live TV. A solid
performer across the board, this is an easy TV to use, and though
only one standard remote control is supplied, the intuitive layout
of the smart menu system and electronic programme guide
means that users can navigate the system without too much
difficulty. Smaller versions of this TV are available, with 49-inch
and 40-inch screens priced at €650 and €530, respectively.
April 2017

5. Samsung UE50KU6000 €850

6. LG 55UH950V €2,099

17. Samsung UE49KS7000 €1,400

18. Samsung UE49KU6400 €850

With smaller but still-very-sizeable screen dimensions, the
Choice Buy Samsung UE50KU6000 has all the latest technology
without the top-of-the-range price tag. The 50-inch flat screen
delivers not only 4K resolution but HDR also and indeed, images
are super-sharp and colour contrast is particularly good with
HD content. The viewing angle is reasonable, so that fairly
large groups should be able to comfortably watch at once, and
fast-paced scenes and panning shots suffer from very little
motion blur. In terms of sound quality, audio is clear, pleasant
and generally pretty well balanced. Only one remote control
comes supplied but the lack of a dedicated smart remote does
not significantly hinder users’ ability to navigate the TV’s smart
features, thanks to the handy launcher bar, intuitive smart menu
system and clearly laid out electronic programme guide. The
easy-to-use PVR lets you pause and record live TV once you
have some storage hooked up through one of the two USB
ports, and three HDMI ports are also on offer. Those in the
market for something more compact might like to consider this
model’s smaller sibling, the 40-inch Samsung UE540KU6000,
priced at €580.

From Samsung’s popular 7 Series, the Choice Buy Samsung
UE49KS7000 offers a full range of high-end features for an
enjoyable viewing experience. With support for 4K HDR content,
the 49-inch screen displays images that are beautifully sharp
and crisp both for HD and 4K offerings. Fast action is also well
served, with little in the way of motion blur. Potential purchasers
should be aware that the viewing angle on this flat-screen TV is
reasonable but not as wide as that of some other models. Despite
its very slim frame, sound quality is nicely balanced and rich and
an ample four HDMI ports and three USB ports are provided for
adding accessories like sound bars or blu-ray players. This TV
benefits from the manufacturer’s excellent smart TV features,
and these can be navigated using a second smart remote control
that has a trackpad and on-screen pointer. The PVR functionality
lets you record and pause live TV once hard-drive storage has
been added. If a 49-inch screen is a little petite for you, you could
upgrade to the equally impressive 55-inch version, the Samsung
UE55KS7000.
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The first of our Choice Buys not manufactured by Samsung, the
Choice Buy LG 55UH950V is pricey but impressive. With 4K
resolution and the ability to support two types of HDR formats,
image quality is excellent on the 55-inch screen whether you
are watching SD, HD or UHD content. This ultra-slim TV delivers
surprisingly clear and pleasant sound quality and, with a wide
viewing angle, large groups can watch together with even
those on the fringes getting a decent view. This stylish LG
model comes supplied with the manufacturer’s Magic Remote,
which has a motion sensing feature that lets you move a cursor
around your TV screen to provide mouse-like navigation of
the smart features on offer. As an alternative, you can always
make use of the appliance’s voice recognition capabilities and
control your TV set by talking to it. Our testers did not like LG’s
smart TV features quite as much as they like those provided by
Samsung, with the structure and navigation of the smart menu
judged to be only fair. In what is becoming an increasingly rare
feature, LG offers passive 3D capability on this TV.

The Choice Buy Samsung UE49KU6400 combines great picture
quality with superb sound quality to make viewing a pleasure.
This 49-inch model offers the latest in 4K HDR technology and
images are wonderfully sharp and vibrant for both HD and UHD
content. With audio to match, sound is both crystal clear and rich.
The built-in wi-fi enables access to Samsung’s Tizen operating
system straight out of the box and the manufacturer’s smart
features are, as ever, intuitive to navigate. As well as the standard
remote control, a more basic remote for adjusting volume and
changing channel comes supplied. Three HDMI ports and
two USB ports are provided, one of which can be used to add
hard-drive storage to enable PVR functionality. This is a widely
available model that comes in a range of sizes with something
to fit all living-room dimensions. You can choose between the
very to extremely large 55-inch and 65-inch versions or the more
modest 40-inch and 43-inch screens, with prices stretching from
€650 for the 40-inch screen to €1,599 for the 65-inch screen. Opt
for KU6470 models if you would like the addition of a Samsung
smart remote.
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19. LG 49UH850V €1,399

South Korean manufacturer LG appears to be the only company
to rival Samsung in our current batch of TVs and the Choice Buy
LG 49UH850V certainly impressed our testers. With support for
4K HDR content, the 49-inch screen delivers images that are
super sharp with colours that really pop. Slim TVs have struggled
in the past to deliver reasonable sound quality but manufacturers
appear to have conquered this problem on the premium end of
the market at least, with the LG 49UH850V producing superb
audio that is clear, rich and balanced. LG has improved its
ease-of-use credentials, aided by a well-designed and clearly
labelled smart remote control complete with on-screen pointer.
A picture-in-picture feature that lets you continue watching
a programme as you browse is a nice bonus. The built-in wi-fi
allows you to connect to the internet to access the webOS smart
features, though testers found that navigating these might take
a bit of getting used to. If this model sounds ideal but too pricey,
our price research has indicated it may be on offer discounted to
under the €1,000 mark and it is available in equally high-scoring
55-inch and 65-inch versions.

30. Samsung UE43KS7500 €1,169

Though pricey for a 43-inch model, the Choice Buy Samsung
UE43KS7500 has crammed in lots of high-end specifications
and is a great all-rounder. The screen on this Samsung model
is curved, aimed at immersing the viewer more in the action,
and with 4K HDR delivering superb detail and great colour
balance and contrast both for HD and UHD content. Motion
is very smooth also with fast-action scenes and panning shots
suffering from little judder. And if you have a crowd in, the
viewing angle is reasonably wide so even those on the edges
should not feel short-changed. The excellent picture quality
is matched by audio that is clear, balanced and rich. Overall,
this TV starts up quickly and is easy to use. In addition to the
standard remote control, a smart remote is supplied that makes
navigation of the well-designed smart menu system very simple
and straightforward. Those looking to add accessories like a
set-top box, blu-ray player, or hard-drive storage to enable PVR
functionality can make use of the four HDMI ports and three USB
ports on offer. All connections are neatly housed in a separate
box to minimise cable clutter.

Useful contacts
LG
tel 01 686 9454
www.lg.com/uk
Samsung
tel 0818 717100
www.samsung.com/ie

31. Samsung UE43KU6670 €899

Yet another model from the manufacturer that has dominated
our TV tests for some years now, the Choice Buy Samsung
UE43KU6670 again performs brilliantly across the board.
Although a screen size of a mere 43 inches may be relatively
modest, Samsung has not stinted on adding the latest technology,
including 4K HDR. Image quality is particularly impressive with
4K content but HD programming also looks beautifully crisp and
sharp and sound quality is more than satisfactory. The viewing
angle is a little narrow, possibly due to the curved screen, and
with three HDMI ports and two USB ports, this model does not
offer as many connections as the highest end TVs – though
they may well be enough for your needs. Samsung’s excellent
smart features are easy to navigate, partly thanks to the useful
smart remote control supplied alongside the standard remote.
If this TV model sounds perfect albeit little small, you can upsize
to the UE49KU6670 or UE55KU6670, costing €999 and €1,099,
respectively. Alternatively, if you can do without the smart
remote control, you should look out for a KU6500 model, which
will provide the same features and specifications and scored
equally highly in our tests
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

TEST PERFORMANCE

Screen size
(inches)

Screen
resolution
(pixels)

Internet
(full
browser)

Wi-fi
integrated

3D

SCORE

Number of
HDMI /USB
ports

Image quality
(40%)

Sound quality
(25%)

Ease of use
(10%)

Smart TV (online
content) (5%)

Connections and
tuners (5%)

Energy
efficiency (5%)

Using as a
multimedia player
(5%)

Using as a
recorder (5%)

%

50-65 inch
1

Samsung UE55KS9000

2,600

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















78

2

Samsung UE55KS8000

2,700

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















78

3

Samsung UE55K6300

1,000

55

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

3/2

















75

4

Samsung UE55K5500

929

55

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

3/2

















71
71

5

Samsung UE50KU6000

850

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2

















6

LG 55UH950V

2,099

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

✓ ✓ passive

3/3

















71

7

LG OLED55C6V

2,599

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

✓ ✓ passive

3/3

















69

8

Panasonic TX-50DX700B

849

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/3

















65

✓

✓ active

4/3















na

65

9

Sony KDL-65W857C

1,700

65

1920 x 1080

✓

10

Panasonic TX-50DX750B

1,069

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

✓ active

4/3

















64

11

Panasonic TX-50DX802B

1,500

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

✓ active

4/3

















63

12

Sony KD55SD8505BU

1,449

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















63
62

13

LG 55UH605V

1,300

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/1

















14

Sony KD55XD8577SU

1,429

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















61

15

LG 55UH625V

899

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/1

















59

16

LG 55LH604V

800

55

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

3/2

















54

1,400

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















76

3/2

















75

3/3

















74















70

46-49 inch
17

Samsung UE49KS7000

18

Samsung UE49KU6400

850

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

19

LG 49UH850V

1,399

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

20

LG 49UH770V

1,049

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/3



✓ ✓ passive

21

Samsung UE49KU6100

769

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2

















70

22

LG 49UH650V

669

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2

















63

23

Sony KD-49XD8305BU

899

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















63

24

Sony KD-49XD8077SU

919

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















62

25

Sony KD-49XD7005

829

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















60

26

Panasonic TX-49DX650B

719

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2

















55

✓

27

Panasonic TX-49DX600B

1,000

49

3840 x 2160

✓

3/2

















52

28

Sony KDL-49WD756BU

700

49

1920 x 1080

✓

2/2

















49

29

Sony KDL-49WD752SU

649

49

1920 x 1080

✓

2/2

















49

1,169

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

4/3

















76

✓

USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.
Screen size: The diagonal of the television screen
measured in inches. The size of the actual television frame
may be slightly larger. Most of the models on test are
available in a range of sizes but we have only included one
sample size on our table to avoid repetition.
3D: With active shutter glasses, electronic shutters sync
the eyes to two different pictures on the screen to create a
3D effect, whereas passive glasses use polarised lenses to
separate the pictures to direct them to each eye.
Number of HDMI/USB ports: HDMI sockets are used for
connecting HD equipment, such as blu-ray players and
set-top boxes, and USB ports are used for connecting USB
devices like cameras and smartphones.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Image quality: The total rating takes into account technical
measurements taken in the lab (20%), as well as the expert
viewing test (80%).
Sound quality: As with image quality, the overall rating
includes technical measurements (20%) and the expert
listening test (80%).
Ease of use: Includes ratings for setting up the television,
daily and advanced use, the remote control and the user
manual.
Smart TV (online content): Includes ratings for the layout,
quality and navigation of TV apps and the speed and
navigation of internet browsing.
Connections and tuners: Includes ratings for video inputs,
audio outputs, USB sockets, PC connections, digital tuner
and other features, such as built-in wi-fi, camera and
microphone.
Energy efficiency: Power usage while turned on, in
standby mode and turned off.
Using as a multimedia player: Ratings for video and
photo playback via USB, including the image quality of still
photos, and for network navigation.
Using as a recorder: Ratings for PVR features and the
operation of the pausing live TV and recording functions.

40-43 inch
30

Samsung UE43KS7500

31

Samsung UE43KU6670

899

43

3840 x 2160

✓

3/2

















72

32

Samsung UE40K5600

479

40

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

3/2

















70

33

LG 40UH630V

699

40

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2

















68

34

LG 43UH668V

699

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2

















64

35

LG 43UH620V

549

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/1

















62

✓

62

36

Sony KD-43XD8088BU

899

43

3840 x 2160

✓

4/3

















37

Panasonic TX-40DX600B

579

40

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

3/2
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38

Panasonic TX-40DS500B

449

40

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

2/1















na

60

39

Samsung UE40K5100

480

40

1920 x 1080

2/1







na







na

58

40

Panasonic TX-40DS400B

429

40

1920 x 1080

2/1















na

57

41

Sony KDL-40RD453BU

449

40

1920 x 1080

2/2







na









54

42

Sony KDL-40WD653BU

499

40

1920 x 1080

✓

2/2

















53

2/1







na









51

✓

2/2
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✓

✓

43

LG 43LH541V

500

43

1920 x 1080

44

Sony KDL-43WD754BU

579

43

1920 x 1080

45

LG 43LH590V

449

43

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

2/1

















49

46

JVC LT-40C750

379

40

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

3/2
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